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ACROSS
1. Aircraft landing in bad weather in which

the pilot is talked down by ground
control using precision approach
radar.

4. Of or relating to or in the manner of the
playwright Henrik Ibsen.

12. A United States unit of weight equiva-
lent to 2000 pounds.

15. A rapid escape (as by criminals).
16. A nation in Asia.
17. Any of various primates with short tails

or no tail at all.
18. (zoology) Pertaining to alulae.
20. In such a manner as could not be oth-

erwise.
21. A sharp hand gesture (resembling a

blow).
22. English theoretical physicist who

applied relativity theory to quantum
mechanics and predicted the existence
of antimatter and the positron (1902-
1984).

24. A substance derived from amygdalin.
26. An atom having a valence of one.
28. Noisy talk.
29. The work of caring for or attending to

someone or something.
32. A Russian unit of length (1.067 km).
38. In bed.
40. Large burrowing rodent of South and

Central America.
41. The United Nations agency concerned

with civil aviation.
43. Any of the short curved hairs that grow

from the edges of the eyelids.
44. Situated at an apex.
46. A Chadic language spoken south of

Lake Chad.
47. A sweetened beverage of diluted fruit

juice.
50. A unit of absorbed ionizing radiation

equal to 100 ergs per gram of irradiat-
ed material.

51. A card game played in casinos in which
two or more punters gamble against
the banker.

53. Mix up or confuse.
54. Ludicrously odd.
55. An awkward stupid person.
58. Experiencing or showing sorrow or

unhappiness.
59. Lacking self-confidence.
61. A less than average tide occurring at

the first and third quarters of the
moon.

63. An organization of countries formed in
1961 to agree on a common policy for
the sale of petroleum.

68. Type genus of the Alcidae comprising
solely the razorbill.

72. Any of various long-tailed rodents sim-
ilar to but larger than a mouse.

76. A river in north central Switzerland that
runs northeast into the Rhine.

77. The elementary stages of any subject
(usually plural).

78. A cut of pork ribs with much of the
meat trimmed off.

79. An agency of the United Nations affili-
ated with the World Bank.

80. The longer of the two telegraphic sig-
nals used in Morse code.

81. Genus of tropical American timber
trees.

82. A young woman making her debut into
society.

DOWN
1. Showing or causing joy and pleasure.
2. City in southwestern Colombia in a rich

agricultural area.
3. An Asian river between China and

Russia.
4. Small tropical American tree bearing

edible plumlike fruit.
5. A room or establishment where alco-

holic drinks are served over a counter.
6. A gray lustrous metallic element of the

rare earth group.
7. The compass point that is one point

north of due east.
8. Period extending from Dec. 24 to Jan. 6.
9. The content of cognition.
10. An officer who acts as military assistant

to a more senior officer.
11. Offensive or even (of persons) mali-

cious.
12. A landlocked mountainous republic in

southeast central Asia north of
Afghanistan.

13. A translucent mineral consisting of
hydrated silica of variable color.

14. The compass point that is one point
east of northeast.

19. The 12th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
23. A room equipped with toilet facilities.
25. Marked by excessive enthusiasm for

and intense devotion to a cause or
idea.

27. Show in, or as in, a picture.
30. A port city in southwestern Iran.
31. Surgically remove a part of a structure

or an organ.
33. Framework for holding objects.
34. Someone who works (or provides

workers) during a strike.
35. The basic unit of money in Western

Samoa.
36. An esoteric or occult matter that is tra-

ditionally secret.
37. Compelled forcibly by an outside

agency.
39. Queen of England as the 6th wife of

Henry VIII (1512-1548).
42. A game played with playing cards.
45. French cabaret singer (1915-1963).
48. German organist and contrapuntist

(1685-1750).
49. The basic unit of money in Bangladesh.
52. (computer science) A kind of computer

architecture that has a large number of
instructions hard coded into the cpu
chip.

56. The capital of Turkey.
57. A smooth-textured sausage of minced

beef or pork usually smoked.
60. Any of the equal portions into which

the capital stock of a corporation is
divided and ownership of which is evi-
denced by a stock certificate.

62. An informal term for a father.
64. A metabolic acid found in yeast and

liver cells.
65. Make an etching of.
66. (trademark) A tinned luncheon meat

made largely from pork.
67. Chief port of Yemen.
69. Set down according to a plan.
70. (of a young animal) Abandoned by its

mother and raised by hand.
71. An Arabic speaking person who lives in

Arabia or North Africa.
73. The residue that remains when some-

thing is burned.
74. A secret agent hired by a state to

obtain (military) information about its
enemies or by a business to obtain
industrial secrets from competitors.

75. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.
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You know who and what are the priorities in your life. Your sense of
appreciation is heightened. This is a time you are able to beam with pride when
you look at your life situation. You are highly respected and others admire you for
what a success you have become. Be sure to appreciate the fact that others seem
to always look to you for advice and guidance. Remember to take time for you.
You may tend to take the problems of those you love to personally. You can not
carry the weight of the world on your shoulders alone. Spend time this evening to
unwind. This could prevent you from becoming overwhelmed. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

This seems to be a time of great focus on your relationship. You may
find yourself searching for and discovery all of the beauty this world has to offer.
You find beauty in your surroundings each today, but today you seem to have a
greater appreciation for it. This is a very satisfying experience for you. Peace and
harmony are great desires in your world and you are entering a phase where you
will feel this way often. You may find that your relationships are the key to your
emotional success. You may find yourself surrounded with love and support
today. Focus on your loved one today and you may find this is where your needs
will be fed. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Everything is going your way. It is your time to shine. You may feel
as if the world is revolving around you. Enjoy each breath you take. Live life to
the fullest and seek the beauty in all that surrounds you. You are beaming with
pride and a sense of accomplishment and others will be drawn to you today.
Enjoy this feeling and spread joy wherever you go. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

People are attracted to your non-judgmental attitude. You always
give the benefit of the doubt. This leads people to trust you when you make sug-
gestions for change or improvement. Your friends and coworkers all know they
can depend on you to come through for them. The downside may be that you
don’t see character flaws. This can lead to deep disappointments. Don’t change
your attitude Virgo. It’s a valuable asset. Just watch for the clues. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You are ready to get serious about taking care of you! Meal planning
seems to appeal to you. Organized and healthy are a great combination. You feel
great about yourself and about who you are. It is time to take the new healthy
you to a new level. You have previously made small changes and now you are
ready to dive head first into a new lifestyle. Join the gym, take the walk, get up
and get going. Changes now will bring great reward in the future. Live out loud. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You may find yourself tense and anxious about a situation you have
found yourself in. You may feel under pressure and feel somewhat anxious. This may
lead to you mentally checking out. You may use this as a coping mechanism for the
stress you are under. An out of body feeling in a dreamy state may be the way your
mind chooses to handle this conflict. Others may not be fond of this side of you and
this could result in conflict with someone close to you. You will find your way and
through your ability to get to the root of your problems, this too will be solved,
Scorpio. You may find a negative result from the escape you take from reality as it
may cause an opportunity you have been hoping for to pass you by. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You may find yourself feeling emotionally detached from your sur-
roundings. Ideas are what are important to you now. You may not have tolerance
and find yourself distancing yourself from those who do not see things this way. You
seem to be drawn to all that is unusual and a bit on the eccentric side. From the way
you are beginning to think to the material possessions you wish to acquire, your
taste is changing. You have a desire to travel and are focused on your relationships
with friends and those who are in your social circle. Pay close attention to any red
flags that seem to appear. Do not ignore these signs as they may be just the encour-
agement you need to take a detour and avoid some type of conflict or setback.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

A time of major change in your life is upon you. It will be strange and
unusual in many ways. Everything new, unusual, and revolutionary seems to
appeal to you now. A more eccentric side of you emerges. Thinking outside of the
box may lead to a very profitable and creative invention. Let your thoughts lead
you. You may find those close to you may be a bit uncomfortable with this unusu-
al side of you, Pisces. Don’t worry. They will grow to love the new you.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Details are important today. Be aware of what you say. Be sure any-
thing you put on social media communicates what you intended. Words can be
misinterpreted, and you may not have an opportunity to correct a misunder-
standing. Written words are a permanent record, and they can come back to
haunt you. Relationships can be permanently damaged because the reader did
not get the message that was intended. Choose your words wisely today. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

You are full of wit. A very eccentric side of you shines through. You
may have insights and breakthroughs. This is a very enlightening time in your
life. New beginnings are on the horizon. You may experience a breakthrough
concerning your living situation. This is a great time to follow your gut feeling
and take action. Your independence and unique qualities seem to draw others in.
You may find yourself surrounded by those who admire you today. 

You may be feeling a need for change. A deep desire for emotional
security takes hold now and you feel your most content when surrounded by
family and those closest to you. Relationships are a priority in your world now.
You feel as if things in your life are monotonous and you are ready to spice
things up. This may mean a shiny new car purchase, a vacation, or simply sur-
rounding yourself with a new group of friends. Any direction you choose, this will
be a time of excitement and give you a fresh start and a more focused outlook.
We all need a bit of change from time to time. Keep life interesting and exciting. 

You may feel an emotional distance to your loved ones at this time.
You are deeply focused on your ideas at this time. Personal concerns are trivial to
you as your level of thinking and focus deepens to that which is new, edgy, and
unusual. An abstract way of thinking. You are fascinated by the more eccentric
things in life. You may find that you are surrounding yourself with like-minded
individuals as you have no tolerance for those who do not appreciate your points
of views on matters. Within the company of these individuals you find your com-
munication skills to be on point today and feel as if you are in your element. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)


